WA Series
Reciprocating Compressor

Single Stage [Open Type]
Two Stage [Open Type]

https://mayekawa.com/americas/mna
**LONG LIFE**

The W-Series of compressors have proven to be a reliable industry standard for industrial refrigeration applications for over 50 years in North America. With periodical maintenance and correct use, the MYCOM reciprocating compressors can last for decades and result in low life cycle ownership.

**SIMPLE OVERHAUL**

MYCOM’s proven design in reciprocating compressors makes this series simple to service or overhaul at site, therefore, minimizing both overhaul cost and downtime. Unlike screw compressors, worn parts are better predicted so service budgets can be accurately predicted.

**DIMENSIONS & SPECIFICATIONS**

Dimensions are for reference only. Please contact MYCOM for more detailed drawings.

---

**FLOATING HEAD PRESSSURE**

Reciprocating compressors do not require a Vi adjustment when the compression ratio changes due to varying condensing pressure. Reciprocating compressors are always at their ideal BHP/TR performance level and out perform the efficiency of screw compressor at most load conditions.

**OIL COOLING**

Water-cooled or DX-cooled can be selected. Unlike screw compressors, the cost of building an oil cooling system on our compressors is very small and simple.

**HEAD COOLING**

Water-cooled, DX-cooled or Air-cooled options can be selected, depending on the refrigerant and application.